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May 2018 

 

“I can’t change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to always reach my 

destination.” 
 

- Jimmy Dean    

Equity Markets 

Indices 30
th

 April   
2018 

31
st

 May   
2018 

1 Month 
Return (%) 

1 Year   
Return (%) 

BSE Sensex 35,160.36 35,322.38 0.46 13.41 
S&P CNX Nifty 10,739.35 10,736.15 -0.03 11.59 
BSE 100 11,152.97 11,040.77 -1.01 11.20 
BSE Mid Cap 17,012.03 16,013.81 -5.87 9.49 
BSE Small Cap 18,401.67 17,249.45 -6.26 14.38 

Source: Bloomberg  

Indian equity markets moved sideways during the month of May with large cap indices 

moving in the range of -0.03%-0.46% mom. Mid and small cap indices underperformed 

the large cap indices; BSE mid cap index was down 5.87%, while BSE small cap index 

was down 6.26% during the month.  

The Sensex was up 13.41% while Nifty was up 11.59% yoy as at the end of May’18. The 

BSE mid cap was up 9.49% yoy and BSE small cap index was up 14.28% yoy, correcting 

the larger part of outperformance over large cap indices posted in FY18. 

Performance of major global equity indices was mixed during the month with returns 

ranging from negative 2.21% to positive 5.32%. Nasdaq gained the most by while CAC 

40 declined the most during the month.  

For the month of May, except Banking sector all the sectoral indices posted negative 

returns. Banking sector gained 4.73% whereas Healthcare sector declined the most at 

8.13%.   

FIIs remained net sellers to the tune of Rs9,660cr of equity stocks in May’18 while DII’s 

invested Rs15,055cr. Among DIIs, Mutual funds bought Rs13,690cr. In domestic debt 

market, FIIs sold a net of Rs17,751cr during the month. For YTD till 31
st
 May, FIIs have 

sold equities worth Rs16,855cr while DIIs have bought equities worth Rs24,984cr 

 

Macro Economic Data  

Industrial production growth decelerated to 4.4% in Mar’18 against 7.0% growth in Feb’18. 

The sharp fall in growth was majorly led by drop in manufacturing output growth which 

decelerated to 4.4% in Mar’18 vs. 8.8% growth in Feb’18. Among other components, growth 

of primary goods output (2.9% in Mar’18 vs. 3.7% in Feb’18) and infrastructure & 

construction goods (8.8% in Mar’18 vs. 12.6% in Feb’18) decelerated. However, electricity 

output grew 5.9% in Mar’18 vs. 4.5% in Feb’18 and mining output recovered from a 0.4% 

decline in Feb’18 to 2.8% growth in Mar’18. 

Core sector output growth inched up to 4.6% in Apr’18, following a 4.5% growth in Mar’18. 

Cement output (16.6% in Apr’18 vs. 13% in Mar’18) and coal output (16% in Apr’18 vs. 
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9.1% in Mar’18) witnessed a sharp surge in growth. Electricity output growth dropped to 

2.2% in Apr’18 from 5.9% in Mar’18. 

India’s real GDP growth picked up to 7.7% in Q4FY18 vs. 7% in Q3FY18 and 6.1% in 

Q4FY17. The Q3FY18 GDP growth, however, was revised downward to 7% from 7.2% 

earlier. A sharp jump in fixed investment (GFCF) growth to 14.4% and 16.8% jump in 

Govt. expenditure are the two main contributors to higher GDP growth in Q4FY18. 

Household consumption growth also rose to 6.7% in Q4FY18 from 5.9% in Q3FY18. 

Construction activities grew 11.5% in Q4 FY18, following 6.6% jump in Q3FY18. 

CPI inflation rose from 4.3% in Mar’18 to 4.6% in Apr’18, led by uptick in services inflation 

(Wt. 28.3%) which surged from 4.2% in Mar’18 to 5.0% in Apr’18. Food inflation softened 

from 3.1% in Mar’18 to 3% in Apr’18, pulled down by a sharp decline in prices of vegetable 

(down 4.4% m/m) and sugar (dropped 2.4% m/m). The highlight of the data is Core inflation 

(excl.food &fuel) that jumped to 6.1% in Apr’18 up from 5.3% in Mar’18, mainly led by 

165bps (m/m) increase in transport inflation. 

Trade deficit widened marginally to $13.72bn in Apr’18, up from $13.69bn in Mar'18 as 

exports growth (5.2%) exceeded imports growth (4.6%). Widening trade deficit is not only 

because of the increasing crude oil prices or gold imports, as non-oil & non-gold trade deficit 

also widened to $6.83bn in Apr’18 from $6.78bn during Mar’18. Non-oil & non-gold exports 

increased 11.0% in Apr’18 vs. 4.6% growth in Mar’18. Non-oil & non-gold gold imports 

contracted marginally by 0.2% in Apr’18. 

The current 10-year benchmark yield increased to 7.83% as of end-Mary 2018 from 7.77% at 

the end of April 2018.  

Indian Rupee depreciated by 1.1% during May’18 as it closed at 67.4 from 66.7 as of Apr’18. 

Macro-economic factors like increasing crude oil prices, and FIIs outflows were the key 

reasons for the sharp depreciation. 

  

Trend in the major commodities 

was mixed in the month of April. 

Nickel gained the most at 11.50% 

while Tin declined the most by 

2.72%. On a year on year basis, 

all major commodities except 

Silver posted positive gains. 

Nickel has risen the most by 

69.68% followed by Crude at 

54.01%. 

 
Source: Bloomberg  

 

Observations 

IMD has forecasted a normal rainfall in 2018. This is the third consecutive year of normal 

rainfall forecasted by IMD with rainfall at 97% of LPA (long period average). The southwest 

monsoon hit Kerala on 29th May, three days before its scheduled arrival.  

Commodities    
(USD) 

1 Month 
Return (%) 

One Year 
Return (%) 

Gold -1.28 2.33 

Silver 0.54 -5.27 

Crude Oil 3.02 54.01 

Copper 0.66 20.59 

Primary Aluminum 1.64 18.88 

Lead 5.95 15.94 

Nickel 11.50 69.68 

Tin -2.72 1.35 
Zinc -0.86 19.23 
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GST collections for May’18 came in at Rs. 940bn, following Rs. 1.03tn collections in 

Apr’18. The government expects collections to improve further after the introduction of the 

interstate e-way bill system in major states in April’18 and improving compliance. 

4QFY18 net profits of the Nifty-50 Index declined 9% led by (1) larger-than-expected 

slippages and provisions for banks, (2) weaker-than-expected realizations and/or profitability 

for automobile, cement and pharmaceuticals sectors and (3) larger-than-expected employee 

liabilities for Coal India. 4QFY18 EBITDA of the Nifty-50 Index (without banks) increased 

8.3% yoy; one-time gratuity-linked provision of Rs74 bn in Coal India dampened the 

performance at EBITDA level. 

 

Outlook  

Global trade related uncertainties made a comeback in May when the US confirmed that it 

would proceed with Steel and Aluminum trade tariffs for Canada, Mexico and the EU. In 

addition, the US also withdrew from the Iran nuclear deal sending crude oil prices to their 

highest levels since 2014. Emerging market currencies have continued to depreciate against 

the US dollar, which has enjoyed a strong performance due to rising treasury yields and 

decent economic performance. High commodity prices, risk of escalation of a global trade 

war and volatility in currency markets pose risks to the near term outlook. 

Things seem to be stabilizing post the initial disruption caused by implementation of GST. 

Partial rollout of E-way bill has gone smoothly. GST collections too have improved in recent 

months. However, it's still early days and the system has taken longer than expected to 

stabilize. But despite these hiccups, there seems to be some recovery on the ground which is 

visible in decent growth in auto sales, cement dispatches, steel production, consumption of 

petrol and diesel, electricity production, et al.  

The bankruptcy resolution process has made some progress with a few cases having been 

resolved. With recapitalization of PSU banks, it appeared that banks will  finally be able to 

provide for the haircuts and the outlook thereafter would be good. However, the recent fraud 

involving PNB has completely altered the scenario resulting in quite a few PSU banks yet 

again likely falling short on the capital front.  

After the imposition of Long Term Capital Gains (LTCG) in the budget, there have been 

concerns on flow of money into equity. So far, the flows have remained positive with May 

receiving ~Rs. 14,000cr inflows into equity schemes of mutual funds. But whether this trend 

continues in light of recent volatility and correction in midcap stocks remains to be seen. FIIs 

have continued to be sellers. Given an election heavy calendar, rising bonds yields and the 

recent INR depreciation, this trend is important to watch as it will have a bearing on the 

overall liquidity conditions in the equity markets. 

Despite the uncertainty in the short term, we believe that the medium term outlook of the 

Indian economy and consequently the equity markets is quite good. As the benefits of GST 

and cleanup of bank balance sheets start becoming clear, we should see improvement in 

growth indicators. Nifty EPS ended FY18 with a 2% decline. Earnings are, however, 

expected to grow at 20% CAGR over the next two years. Market valuations at 16x FY20 

earnings are at historical mean levels. Given that we expect a cyclical recovery going ahead, 

these multiples should not be considered as very expensive. We continue to remain optimistic 

from a medium to long term point of view, despite our near term concerns. 
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Debt Markets Update – June, 2018 
 

 

May Highlights 
 

 The Bond market witnessed high volatility in the month of May triggered by tightening 

domestic financial conditions and Emerging Market volatility. The shorter maturity of the 

curve a greater hardening of yieldsas compared to the mid and longer end of the curve. 

Higher CPI and WPI numbers also weighed on the bond prices. The GSec 10Yr 

benchmark security, closed the month at 7.83% as compared to 7.77% in the month of 

May. Liquidity conditions continued to remained neutral in the month of May. 

 The IIP for March came in lowerat 4.4%, compared to 7.1% in February. The growth was 

primarily driven by the mining index which came in positive at 2.8% in March as 

compared to -0.3% in February. The electricity index for March also came in higher at 

5.9% as compared to 4.5% in February. The manufacturing index came in drastically 

lower at 4.4% in March as compared to 8.8% in the month of February. On the use based 

index, basic goods came in much lower and showed a print of 2.9% vs 3.7%, while 

intermediate goods came in marginally lower than the previous month at 2.1% from 3.3% 

in March.Consumer durable goods also came in marginally lower at 7.4%in March, from 

7.1% in February. Consumer non-durables sub-index, however, rose significantly to 

10.9% from 7.4% in March. 

 Headline CPI inflation, for April, inched up and came in at 4.58% from 4.28% in 

April.The rise was mainly due to increase in the various indexes like housing, bedding & 

clothing and miscellaneous index. The food index came in a tad lower at 3.00% in April 

versus 3.01% in March. Underlying the food inflation, vegetable inflation fell and came 

in at 7.29% from 11.7% and the pulses inflation continued in the negative zone at -

12.35% as compared to -13.41% in the previous month. The fuel and light index also 

moved marginally lowerto 5.24% from 5.73% and housing index showed a marginally 

higher print to8.50% from 8.31%. The miscellaneous index came in higher at 4.96% from 

4.19% in the month of April. On a MoM basis the core inflation rose and came in at 

5.92% from 5.42% in the previous month. 

 Headline WPI inflation came in a muchhigher at 3.10% in Aprilfrom2.44% in Marchdue 

to the reversal seen in the base effect as well as increase in the crude oil prices. Primary 

articles inflation moved up from 0.24% in Marchto 1.41% in April. The manufactured 

products category was also a tad higher in April at 3.11% vs 3.03% in the previous 

month. The fuel and power index showed a much higherprint of 7.85% as compared to 

4.70% MoM. Core inflation also came in much higher at 4.21% in April vs 3.87% in 

March. 
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Market Outlook 

 

 While the markets have seen multiple developments over the last two months, the basic 

drawback of adverse demand-supply for GSecs, continues to hobble the bond yields. 

Excess SLR, with attendant market losses, elevated NPLs and strained capital position 

have almost halted trading activity by PSU banks. 

 The rise in core CPI inflation also raises the probability of RBI raising rates during the 

year. Though, it may be pertinent to note that at current market levels, the yields have 

already priced in almost 75 – 100 bps of rate hikes. The current trends in inflation and 

growth do not support an aggressive cycle of rate hikes from RBI. Hence, rate hikes from 

RBI are likely to be measured and slow paced. 

 Global dynamics are also likely to have an influence on the direction of yields, as the 

movement in oil prices and the Rupee are expected to have a significant bearing on the 

bond markets. Volatility in the Rupee is likely to continue in the coming months. 

 Bond yields are also expected to be volatile in the coming months, though the absolute 

yield levels are attractive from a medium term investment horizon. A pick up in end 

investor demand, at the attractive yield levels, with any possible return of banks to the 

market can lead yields lower, However, the near term volatility of bonds is likely to stay 

high. The higher interest earnings will form a more meaningful proportion of total bond 

fund returns in the coming months. 
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